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In the aftermath of WWII and during the era of global economic expansion pressing housing de-

mands in Europe and beyond were met by the well-established pre-war policy of housing blocks. 

Next to these state-led schemes, however, housing was also realized by cooperatives engaged in ad-

hoc practices of house-building and real estate exploitation. An indicative example is the case of the 

Greek postwar city. Rural migrants that vastly increased the Athenian and other Greek cities' popu-

lation between 1950 and 1970, found themselves transforming the city through a popular contract 

of exchange of land for new apartments on this land, known as ²¿ÅºÁ²ÃÀ´¹Ă. �¿ÅºÁ²ÃÀ´¹Ă spread the 

typical modern-inspired mid-rise apartment ³½À´¼ʁ� Å¹¶�ÁÀ½Ê¼²ÅÀº¼Ă²ʁ� ´Ã¶²Åº¿¸� ²� Ä¶¿Ä¶�À·�ÁÃÀ¸Ã¶ÄÄʁ�

prosperity and modernization, from the level of everyday facilities to the overall image of the city.  


��¶Äº¸¿� �¶¾º¿²Ã� ʒCooperative House-Building Practices in the Aftermath of WWIIʓ� ¸²Å¹¶ÃÄ� Ãe-

searchers who draw on similar house-building practices, which expand our perception of the possi-

ble strands and forms of architectural modernity and the subjects that produce and/or consume it. 

The Seminar seeks to advance beyond theorizations of historical instances of small-scale enterprise 

and cooperative house-building practices, idealized as spontaneous and bottom-up approaches to 

housing or, at the antipode, criticized as failed attempts and incomplete transitions to modernity. It, 

instead, aspires to develop critical stances toward the framing of such examples of home-making 

which led to different forms of urbanization. The examination of the administrative, political and 

economic context and the impact of Cold War politics are here crucial for the understanding and 

comparative examination of the different cases. Our aim, in this seminar, is to critically revisit and 

investigate patterns of similarities or map out structural differences between the various cities and 

countries, and between the various periodizations of history.  
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-PROGRAMME- 

 
 
Juhana Heikonen - Aalto University, Finland 

The Finnish Limited Liability Housing Companies Act in Helsinki and Affordable 

Housing for the New Urban Working Classes  

November 3, 2021 ʦ 5pm CET_ Join Zoom Meeting 

 
6ÕOD�.DUDWDú- eFROH�3RO\WHFKQLTXH�)pGpUDOH�GH�/DXVDQQH, Switzerland 

How the Labour Self-�Æº½µʃ� �²ÃÄ¹²½½� �½²¿� ²¿µ� �ÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ� �ÀÆÄº¿¸� �ÀÀÁ¶Ã²ÅºÇ¶Ä� º¿�

Turkey  

November 10, 2021 ʦ 5pm CET_ Join Zoom Meeting  

 
Maryam Shafiei - University of Queensland, Australia 

�¸¶¿´º¶Ä�À·��¿µºÇºµÆ²½Ä�º¿��¹²¿¸º¿¸��¶ÅÅ½¶¾¶¿ÅʓÄ��ÀÃÁ¹À½À¸Êʃ��¾²½½-Scale Coopera-

tive Housing in Rural/Urban Settlements of Tehran  

November 17, 2021 ʦ 1pm CET_ Join Zoom Meeting 
 
0DULMD�'UơPDLWơ  - Vilnius University. Lithuania 

Co-operative Housing in State Socialist Lithuania as a Field of Architectural and So-

cial Experimentation  

November 24, 2021 ʦ 5pm CET_ Join Zoom Meeting 
 
Ana Esteban-Maluenda and Celia Castro Gonsales - 8QLYHUVLGDG�3ROLWpFQLFD�GH�0DGULG, Spain and Universidade Federal de 
Pelotas, Brazil 

A �²¿º·¶ÄÅÀ�À·��º¿º¾Æ¾Äʇ��¹¶�ʒ�À³½²µÀÄ��ºÃº¸ºµÀÄʓ�À·��²µÃºµ�²Ä�²��²³ÀÃ²ÅÀÃÊ�À·�

Modern Social Housing (1955-1967) 

December 1, 2021 ʦ 5pm CET_ Join Zoom Meeting  

 
Christos Kritikos - National Technical University of Athens, Greece  

'Urbanophilia' VS 'Urban Reconstruction' Across the Post-War Greek Political Spec-

trum  

December 8, 2021 ʦ 5pm CET _ Join Zoom Meeting 

  

 

 

 

 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/87513942382?pwd=UUpnSnZBSG1FVDQzbzRrM3B5bVl1QT09#success
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88494891917?pwd=aHR1ZGRwbFlvcW1yMDJvOHBic1hxdz09#success
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82253024481?pwd=ZU9JZmlhLzNLM0RDS1lmWVBzRjRvZz09#success
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89610041074?pwd=Ri9nTFlCQ3hyazNrRTBEMHNEVXlCdz09#success
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81105746530?pwd=d1dKaktaRDdJMFNFZ0dWWVlSTUg5QT09#success
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85745545929?pwd=alQ3Y0NabkdTaEt2NEkwSzI5alBPZz09#success
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2. Speaker: �Č½²��²Ã²Å²Ĺ 

Title: How the Labour Self-Build: Marshall Plan 

²¿µ��ÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ��ÀÆÄº¿¸��ooperatives in Turkey 

Abstract: This presentation aims to discuss the 

transnational activity and discourse behind the 

programmatic shift in spatial production and 

½²ÊÀÆÅ� À·� ÈÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ� ¹ÀÆÄº¿¸� º¿� �ÆÃ¼¶Ê� ·ÃÀ¾� Å¹¶�

state-financed model of the interwar period to the 

assisted self-help model by the introduction of the 

Marshall Plan after the World War II. In particu-

lar, the paper argues that the ideological and 

spatial activity and discourse of the Marshall Plan 

º¿µÀ´ÅÃº¿²Åº¿¸� ʒµ¶¾À´Ã²´Êʁ� ´ÀÀÁ¶Ã²ÅºÀ¿� ²¿µ�

·Ã¶¶µÀ¾ʓ� º¿ÄÅÃÆ¾¶¿Å²½ºË¶µ� ÈÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ� ¹ÀÆÄº¿¸�

cooperatives for the promotion of postwar 

Americanization.  

Turkey, like other participating countries of the 

Marshall Plan, witnessed domestic migration and 

rapid urbanization, and thus a great housing 

shortage and informal construction boom at the 

peripheries of cities due to industrial and infra-

structural development as well as to agricultural 

mechanization. This postwar development activ-

ity was guided by financial and technical assis-

tance programs of the United States and related 

multilateral organizations. Cooperative housing 

was popularized by the state as a low-cost and 

efficient construction model against the housing 

shortage and as an element of Fordist decentrali-

zation, but rather to construct the productive and 

²··½Æ¶¿Å� ¾ºµµ½¶� ´½²ÄÄ� ʒÈÀÃ¼¶Ãʓ� À·� Å¹¶� ÁÀÄÅÈ²Ã�

welfare state through home ownership in espe-

cially single-family housing.  

�²Ä¶µ� À¿� ÈÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ� Á¶¿ÄºÀ¿� ·Æ¿µÄ� Ã¶½¶²Ä¶µ� ·ÃÀ¾�

Å¹¶��ÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ��¿ÄÆÃ²¿´¶��¸¶¿´Ê�²¿µ�½À²¿¶µ�³Ê�Å¹¶�

Mortgage Loans Bank, the legislative and institu-

tional layout of this self-help model eliminated 

the state-financed technocratic practice of the 

interwar period for free/rental housing in factory 

site. Instead, it introduced an assisted community 

practice of workers for home ownership by 

providing free/cheap land and construction loans 

but also by casting a role for worker inhabitants 

as builders, which pioneered the current real-

estate development as it channelled workers into 

informal systems of capital, construction, and 

home ownership. This housing practice also 

guided modern urbanization and urban sprawl 

through specific settlement morphologies and 

architectural typologies in urban peripheries. 

Single-family detached house promoted in the 

initial years of the model shifted to multi-family 

housing block due to the rise of land prices and 

construction costs, which made apartment block 

on individual parcel as the common practice of 

modern housing in Turkey.  

 
The presentation refers to official documents and 

reports prepared by foreign experts as well as to 

practices of political parties, social policy officials, 

planners, architects, and labour unions next to 

exemplary cooperative settlements. Therefore, it 

aims to highlight the role of the Marshall Plan 

and related transnational activity on local policy, 

ÁÃÀ¸Ã²¾ʁ� ²¿µ� ²Ã´¹ºÅ¶´ÅÆÃ²½� ÁÃ²´Åº´¶� À·� ÈÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ�

housing as well as the political and spatial in-

strumentality of cooperatives for postwar Ameri-

canization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

-SHORT BIOS- 

 

Panayotis Tournikiotis is Dean of the School of Architecture, NTUA, Professor of History and The-
ory of Architecture and Director of the Laboratory of History and Theory of Architecture. Among his 
books, abundantly cited throughout, are: Adolf Loos (1991), The Parthenon and its Impact in Modern 
Times (1994) (awarded the Internati˳nal Architectural B˳˳k Award of the American Institute ˳f 
Architects in 1995 and 1997 respectively) The Historiography of Modern Architecture (1999) (prize 
of the Academy of Athens, 2000, translated into Greek, Spanish, Chinese) and The diagonal of Le 
Corbusier (2010). He is a member of DOCOMOMO International Executive Committee, a member of 
the Advisory board of the Oslo Center for Critical Architectural Studies (OCCAS) and a regional Edi-
tor of several scientific journals. 
 
Konstantina Kalfa is a Post-Doc Research Associate at the National Technical University of Athens 
and Adjunct Professor of architectural history at the Athens School of Fine Arts. Her research focus-
es on informal housing practices and how these are intertwined with multiple types of politics and 
social conflicts. She is the recipient of numerous awards and highly-competitive research grants, 
including the current PI Research Grant from the Hellenic Foundation for Research and Innovation 
and the General Secretariat for Research and Technology. Her publications have appeared in the 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Rethinking Marxism and Architecture and Culture 
(special issue dedicated to the Industries of Architecture Conference). 
 
Juhana Heikonen is an Architect SAFA, D.S. (Tech.) and a post-doctoral researcher in the ERC 
funded project Law, Governance and Space. Questioning the Foundations of the Republican Tradition 
at the University of Helsinki. He is specialized in the history of housing production and the impact 
of classical antiquity on western architecture.  
 
�Č½²��²Ã²Å²Ĺ ºÄ�²¿�²Ã´¹ºÅ¶´Å�²¿µ�²È²Ãµ¶µ��²ÄÅ¶ÃʓÄ�µ¶¸Ã¶¶�ÈºÅ¹�Å¹¶�Å¹¶ÄºÄ�ʖ�Æº½µº¿¸��²ÃÄ¹²½½��½²¿�º¿ 
�ÆÃ¼¶Êʃ��¹¶�	ÀÃ¾²ÅºÀ¿�À·��ÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ��ÀÆÄº¿¸��Æ¶ÄÅºÀ¿ʁ�1946-ϿЇЄЀʗ�²Å�Å¹¶��ºµµ½¶��²ÄÅ��¶´¹¿º´²½ 
University in 2015. She worked as assistant and lecturer in Turkey between 2012-2019; took part in 
design studios and gave Case Studies in Social Housing and Community Planning among other 
courses. Since September 2019, she is a PhD student and doctoral assistant at EPFL. Her PhD 
Ã¶Ä¶²Ã´¹�´À¿´¶Ã¿Ä�ÁÀÄÅÈ²Ã�ÈÀÃ¼¶ÃÄʓ�¹ÀÆÄº¿¸�ÁÃÀ¸Ã²¾Ä�À·�Å¹¶��¶µºÅ¶ÃÃ²¿¶²¿�´ÀÆ¿ÅÃº¶Ä�Á²ÃÅº´ºÁ²Å¶µ 
in the Marshall Plan (France, Italy, Greece, Turkey), and is a comparative analysis of local models in 
relation to the transnational activity by the United States and multilateral organizations on postwar 
development, labour affairs and housing. This research is awarded a Swiss Government Excellence 
Scholarship for PhD. 
 
Maryam Shafiei completed two coursework architectural degrees and a PhD in Architecture and 
Urban Planning fields. For her PhD, she studied the typology of changes in the settlement and hous-
ing patterns in urban edges in the Asian context particularly in Tehran (Iran). Since 2017, She has 
actively contributed as a tutor and research assistant to ongoing teaching and research efforts at the 
school of Architecture, the University of Queensland. She published papers and presented in several 
conferences, and was awarded several prizes and scholarships for her design and research out-
comes. 
 
�²Ãº»²��Ã÷¾²ºÅ÷ is a Professor at Vilnius University, Faculty of History. She holds a PhD in the 
history of architecture (2006). Her research is focused on 20th century architecture, housing and 
cultural heritage. She is the author of Baltic Modernism: Architecture and Housing in Soviet Lithua-
nia (Berlin: DOM Publishers, 2017) and editor of Architecture of Optimism: The Kaunas Phenome-
non, 1918ʦ1940 (Vilnius: Lapas, 2018). Currently she leads a research project on residential archi-
tecture in soviet Lithuania. 
 
Ana Esteban Maluenda is tenured Associate Professor at the School of Architecture of the Univer-
sidad �À½ºÅì´¿º´²�µ¶��²µÃºµ�·ÃÀ¾�ЀϾϾІʇ�	ÀÃ�¾ÀÃ¶�Å¹²¿�ÅÈÀ�µ¶´²µ¶Äʁ�Ä¹¶�¹²Ä�³¶¶¿�ÁÆ³½ºÄ¹º¿¸ re-
search on modern Ibero-American architecture in Spain, Portugal, Italy, United Kingdom, Estonia, 

Sila Karatas Basoglu



 
 

Croatia, United States of America, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, Argen-
tina and Chile. Her research has been granted by several institutions, among them the SAH and the 
GAHTC (USA), and the Government of Spain. General Editor for the Global South at Architectural 
Histories, journal of the EAHN, and Chair of the 7 th EAHN conference, to be held in Madrid in 
2022. 
 
�ì½º²��²ÄÅÃÀ�
À¿Ä²½¶Ä is Programme Director of the Master Course in Architecture and Urban 
Planning and Professor of architectural theory, criticism and history at the Faculty of Architecture 
and Urban Planning at the Federal University of Pelotas, Brazil. She has carried out Post-Doc re-
Ä¶²Ã´¹�²Å�Å¹¶��¿ºÇ¶ÃÄºµ²µ��À½ºÅì´¿º´²�µ¶��²µÃºµ�²¿µ�¹¶Ã�Ã¶Ä¶²Ã´¹�·À´ÆÄ¶Ä�À¿�ÄÀ´º²½�¹ÀÆÄº¿¸�º¿��²Åº¿�
America and its impact on the construction of cities, especially in the second half of the 20th centu-
ry. She is a member of National Association for Research and post- Graduate Studies in Architecture 
and co-²ÆÅ¹ÀÃ�À·�Å¹¶�³ÀÀ¼����²Ä²��À¿Å¶¾ÁÀÃÎ¿¶²��Ã²Äº½¶ºÃ²�ʦ The contemporary Brazilian house 
(2019). 
 
Christos-Georgios Kritikos is an architect and a PhD candidate (NTUA) based in Athens. His re-
search focuses on the way heritage practices inform architectural historiography and the general 
perception of the built environment. He holds a MA in Architectural history from the Bartlett School 
of Architecture, U.C.L. (2016), a M.Sc. in Methodology of Research in Architecture from the National 
Technical University of Athens (2017) and a Diploma in Architecture from the same university 
(2014). Until now he has been working as an architectural historian, a teaching assistant (NTUA) 
and a research associate in various research programs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


